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October 10, 2017 

 
Dear Families, 
 
Hi!  We are looking forward to our walking trip to the pond this Wednesday!  We will be 
exercising our scientific observation skills as we predict and investigate signs of fall in the pond.  
Please sign up outside the classroom if you would like to join us.  Thanks! 

 
In Social Studies, we have been discussing jobs for the classroom.  We realized that in order to 
have a peaceful classroom community where we can learn, make friends and have fun, we all need 
to help each other out.  The first graders brainstormed some important classroom responsibilities 
and jobs that they would like to take on! 

 
Last week in math, we continued our exploration of finding 2 smaller numbers living inside a larger 
number.  We noticed that there are several ways to explore numbers and show our mathematical 
thinking:  number bonds, ten frames, number sentences and math drawings.  Students worked in 
small groups to explore different numbers.  Then they created posters to show strategies and ideas.  
Check out their posters inside the classroom! 

 
The first graders got individual book boxes last week in Reading Workshop.  The boxes contain 
several “just right” books (books that are at students’ reading level based on recent 
assessments).  We will switch the books out every week or so.  We have been working on some 
word solving strategies.  What do we do when we are trying to read a tricky word?  We can say 
the sound that the first letter makes while looking at the illustration.  We can try to find a 
pattern in our books by looking for repeating words.  If we can read a word on one page, then we 
can read it on the next page!  We can take a “picture walk” by reading the illustrations across 
pages, then going back and trying to find words that fit the story that the pictures tell.  
 
In Writing Workshop, the first graders have been learning and practicing ways to make their 
stories come to life.  Instead of just writing what happened, we can show and write about 
characters’ feelings, actions and thoughts.  Some of us added speech and thought bubbles, others 
showed character emotions in their illustrations.  On Friday, each first grader selected a story 
from her or his folder to publish and turn into a book! 
 
 
 
Thank you for everything and have an amazing week! 

 
Laurel 



 
Important Reminders 

• Recess:  First Graders go outside to recess every morning from 9:15-9:55, unless weather is 
inclement.  In that case, we will be in the basement gym. 

• Newsletters:  We will be sending out a newsletter most weeks, usually by the end of the day on 
Monday.  Eventually, they newsletters will go out electronically.  You can always find our class 
newsletter on our class webpage.  Go to the school’s website:  http://www.ps333.org and click 
on the class pages.  The password is: abc123. I am also happy to leave a hard copy in your mail 
pouch.  Just let me know. 

• Greenhouse with Shakira:  We visit Shakira in the Greenhouse every Friday morning from 8:32-
9:12. I will be out of the room, as this is my prep.  Please drop your child off in the Greenhouse 
on Friday mornings at 8:32. It’s helpful to leave lunches and water bottles in his or her cubby 
before heading up.  When the weather is chilly, the children should bring jackets to the 
greenhouse because the class will be going directly to recess (not stopping by the classroom). 

• Communication: The best way to check in with is by leaving a message on the message board in 
the classroom.  I will call you back within a day. If you’d like to have a quick chat, just stick 
around after dismissal on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. We have staff meetings on Mondays 
and Tuesdays, so I would have to scoot out right away after the children are dismissed.  Please 
check your child’s mail pouch daily for important information and special work going home.  It’s 
really helpful for you to remind your child that the pouches are just for grown-ups.  That way, 
we can be sure messages get home to you. The kids have work trays inside the classroom. 

• Snack: We eat snack together each morning in the classroom, usually after recess, but this time 
may vary.  Please sign up for a time to bring in snack on the calendar on the outside board. 

• Our Day:  School begins at 8:32.  Drop-off for students is in the classroom.  Arriving on time 
helps us all transition into our day together, and feel ready for the day ahead.  Students arriving 
after 8:45 will be marked late or absent, and will require a late pass from the main office.  
School ends at 2:55.  Pick-up is in the classroom.  If you are running late, please pick your child 
up in the auditorium. 

Upcoming Dates 
Wednesday, October 18: Walking Trip to the Pond 
Friday, November 3:  New Victory Theater Trip 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


